The nuclear envelope (NE) is a sub-domain of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) double membrane system, which is specialized to passively separate chromatin from the cytoplasm and to actively regulate different nuclear events.[@R1]^-^[@R3] The diverse functions of the NE are mediated by membrane-associated and integral membrane proteins of the NE. Some of these proteins are part of networks of interactions that reach from chromatin and lamin filaments in the nucleus to the cytoskeleton in the cytoplasm.[@R4]^-^[@R6] Particularly, barrier-to-autointegration factor (BAF), an essential and highly conserved metazoan protein, is required to link the NE with the chromatin.[@R7]^,^[@R8] BAF is known to bind specifically as a dimer to one LEM (LAP2/emerin/MAN1) domain[@R9]^,^[@R10] of the inner nuclear membrane (INM) proteins and to two DNA helixes in a sequence-independent manner.[@R11]^,^[@R12] Through these interactions, BAF contributes to the integrity of the NE ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Other linking proteins include HP-1, which in a similar manner, but through distinct interactions, also links the NE with the chromatin.[@R1] This mechanism is however not conserved in all metazoa. Additionally, several integral INM proteins possess long basic domains that can mediate direct interactions between the NE and DNA.[@R13]

![**Figure 1.** Model of the evolutionarily conserved regulatory mechanism controlling the function of BAF during cell cycle. During interphase BAF dimers (purple) bind LEM domain proteins (orange) of the INM and DNA to link the NE with the chromatin (blue). During mitotic entry the NE breaks down. At the nuclear periphery (prophase) and later on the condensed chromatin surface (prophase and metaphase) VRK-1 (red) phosphorylates BAF to keep it away from its binding partners. During mitotic exit (ana- and telophase) NE reforms around the decondensing chromatin. LEM-4 binds to VRK-1 and inhibits its enzymatic activity. Furthermore, LEM-4 also binds to a PP2A complex (green) and promotes its activity to dephosphorylate BAF. Consequently, BAF is recruited to the chromatin surface where it can bind LEM domain proteins to reform the NE.](nucl-4-14-g1){#F1}

Many of the molecular interactions at the NE are disrupted during mitotic entry to allow cytoplasmic spindle microtubules to unperturbedly reach and segregate the duplicated sister chromatids. At the end of mitosis these interactions should be reset in a controlled sequence of mitotic events to rebuild the interphase nuclear structures.[@R1]^,^[@R7]^,^[@R14] Many previous studies, including ours, have suggested that mitotic nuclear disassembly and reassembly are controlled by reversible phosphorylation events.[@R14] Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) and other kinases that function downstream of CDK1 activation, such as protein kinase C (PKC), Aurora A, polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) and vaccinia-related kinase 1 (VRK1) have all been implicated in NE breakdown.[@R14]^-^[@R17] They can phosphorylate different NE proteins leading to disassembly of the interphase nuclear structures. Consequently, soluble proteins are dispersed into the cytosol while trans-membrane proteins are absorbed into the ER, which serves as a reservoir for the NE membranes and membrane proteins during mitosis.[@R18] Upon mitotic exit and CDK1 inactivation all these proteins must be dephosphorylated in order to rebuild the interphase nuclear structures. It is still not known which phosphatases counteract CDK1 and other mitotic kinases during mitotic exit, and even less is known about how these phosphatases are regulated or how the opposing activities of kinases and phosphatases are integrated to allow orderly mitotic progression. It is known that NE reformation begins with the attachment of ER membranes to the anaphase chromatin surface and this step is mediated by direct interactions between DNA and the basic domains of a group of INM proteins.[@R13]^,^[@R19]^,^[@R20] Subsequently, BAF plays a central and evolutionarily conserved role in organizing and shaping these membranes around the decondensing chromatin into a closed NE rim.[@R21]^-^[@R23]

To reveal how BAF is regulated during mitosis, we have screened a collection of temperature sensitive embryonic lethal *Caenorhabditis elegans* mutants.[@R24] We identified a mutation in *lem-4* gene, also known as *ankle2*, that encodes an evolutionarily conserved protein associated with the NE. Inactivation of *lem-4* resulted in nuclear shape and NE membrane organization defects very similar to those caused by inactivation of the *baf-1* gene. In both mutants the nuclei were multilobed and large parts of their chromatin were not covered with NE membranes.[@R21]^,^[@R24] These phenotypic similarities prompted us to speculate that these two proteins might either function together or that one might regulate the other. While we found that BAF had no effect on LEM‑4, we found that LEM‑4 was an essential regulator of BAF‑1 localization during mitotic exit in worm and human cells.[@R24]

BAF shows a very dynamic localization pattern throughout the cell cycle, and this is conserved from worms[@R21] to humans.[@R22] During interphase, BAF is mainly enriched at the INM due to its specific interactions with the LEM domains of LEM‑2, Emerin[@R21]^,^[@R25] and other proteins of the NE.[@R8] Inactivation of these proteins consequently results in the loss of BAF from the INM. During mitotic entry BAF is released from the NE and the chromatin and is uniformly distributed throughout the cytoplasm. During mitotic exit however, BAF is very rapidly recruited to the segregated chromatids. It is strongly enriched in the transient dense structures around the anaphase chromatin called "core" regions. The appearance of these structures coincides with the reformation of the closed NE and is hypothesized to be essential for the organization of the membranes around the chromatin.[@R21]^,^[@R22] Inactivation of LEM‑4, but not other LEM domain proteins, completely abolished the recruitment of BAF to the chromatin surface and to the "core" region in worm and human cells.[@R24] Consequently, this resulted in abnormal nuclear structure and defects in NE membrane organization. We hypothesized that LEM‑4 localizes BAF during mitosis in a way other than via direct interaction. We based this assumption on the facts that; surprisingly, BAF cannot bind to the LEM domain of the human LEM-4 protein as found by immunoprecipitation experiments and GST pulldown assays and its worm ortholog does not possess a recognizable LEM domain. Second, because BAF is recruited to the "core" region prior to any LEM domain protein.[@R21]^,^[@R22] The question was then; how does LEM‑4 regulate BAF localization and function during mitosis?

To address this question we turned to genetics and performed a suppressor screen on the temperature sensitive *lem-4* mutant worm line. We identified a suppressor mutation in the *vrk-1* gene, which suppressed not only the embryonic lethality, but also the nuclear defects seen in temperature sensitive *lem-4* mutant worms at restrictive temperature. *vrk-1* is an essential gene; its inactivation by dsRNA-interference (RNAi) or by the suppressor mutation results in embryonic lethality, but not when it is combined with the co-inactivation of *lem-4*. What is the explanation for this suppression and how might such information bring us closer to understanding the role of LEM-4 in BAF localization?

VRK-1 is the main mitotic kinase acting on BAF.[@R21]^,^[@R26] During interphase VRK-1 is uniformly distributed in the nucleoplasm and its enzymatic activity is suppressed by macroH2A1.[@R27] During mitotic entry the decay of macroH2A1, probably together with other mitotic mechanisms, contributes to the reactivation of VRK‑1. VRK‑1 is then relocalized to the nuclear periphery and to the mitotic chromosomes where it can phosphorylate BAF and thus release BAF from its binding partners ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).[@R21] Both, in vivo and in vitro evidence demonstrate that phosphorylation of BAF by VRK‑1 weakens its interactions with DNA and the LEM domains of its INM interaction partners.[@R21]^,^[@R26]^,^[@R28] Consistent with this, inactivation of *vrk‑1* results in robust hyper-accumulation of BAF on the mitotic chromosomes and the NE membrane remnants throughout the entire mitosis.[@R21] This effect of VRK‑1 on BAF localization is the precise opposite of the effect of LEM‑4.[@R24] While VRK‑1 is required to release BAF from its binding partners during mitosis, LEM‑4 is required to recruit BAF to the chromatin surface during mitotic exit. Given the opposing effects of VRK‑1 and LEM‑4 on BAF localization and given the fact that VRK‑1 regulates BAF localization through phosphorylation; we hypothesized that LEM‑4 might also regulate BAF localization through regulating its phosphorylation state. Indeed, analyses of BAF phosphoisoforms in worms that were either mutant for these components or had been treated with RNAi to reduce their concentration revealed that, while inactivation of *vrk‑1* resulted in hypo-phosphorylation of BAF, inactivation of *lem‑4* resulted in its hyper-phosphorylation. The phosphorylation balance changed back to normal in the suppressor conditions, also suggesting that neither *vrk‑1* nor *lem‑4* was completely inactivated in these mutant conditions. The subcellular localization of BAF is thus determined by its phosphorylation state, where LEM‑4 is responsible for dephosphorylation of BAF and for its recruitment to the chromatin surface at the end of mitosis.

The intriguing question arising from this result is; how does LEM‑4 regulate the dephosphorylation of BAF? One possible explanation might be that LEM‑4 is a new phosphatase. However, we found that, at least in vitro, LEM‑4 cannot dephosphorylate BAF, and thus hypothesized that LEM‑4 might either inhibit the kinase activity of VRK‑1 or activate a so far unidentified phosphatase to dephosphorylate BAF. Our experiments testing the first idea showed that worm and human LEM‑4 can indeed directly bind to VRK‑1 and completely inhibit its kinase activity ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).[@R24] The inhibitory effect of LEM‑4 was specific to VRK‑1, since the enzymatic activities of other mitotic kinases were not affected by the LEM‑4 proteins. We assumed that the inhibition of VRK‑1 by LEM‑4 in living cells might occur during mitotic exit, since inactivation of the worm temperature sensitive *lem‑4* mutation specifically during mitosis, but not during interphase, resulted in abnormal NE structure. However, if the only effect of LEM‑4 were to inhibit the continued phosphorylation of BAF during mitotic exit, BAF would still be phosphorylated, i.e., the effect of LEM‑4 on VRK‑1 still does not explain how BAF is dephosphorylated in order that it may bind to chromatin and support the NE reformation around it.

Members of the protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) and 2A (PP2A) families are believed to counteract CDK1 and some other kinases during mitotic exit although, direct in vivo evidence is still lacking.[@R15]^,^[@R29] PP2A functions in a heterotrimeric complex composed of catalytic, scaffold and regulatory subunits.[@R30] The regulatory subunit determines the substrate specificity and regulates the diverse functions of the PP2A complexes. Recently, a particular PP2A complex composed of the B55α regulatory subunit was shown to be the only phosphatase essential for mitotic exit.[@R31] The same PP2A‑B55α complex was also found to regulate centriole duplication[@R32]^,^[@R33] and interestingly, we found that the same complex directly binds to LEM‑4.[@R24] This finding prompted us to assume that PP2A might dephosphorylate BAF during mitotic exit and that LEM‑4 might promote this function ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, we confirmed that PP2A can dephosphorylate BAF in vitro, and systematic RNAi-mediated inactivation of worm phosphatases revealed that PP2A was the main phosphatase acting on BAF in vivo. Consequently, inactivation of PP2A resulted in hyper-phosphorylation of BAF and in the complete loss of BAF from the chromatin surface during mitotic exit in worm and human cells. Hence, the nuclear structure and the organization of the NE membranes in PP2A inactivated cells were very similarly disrupted as in the LEM‑4 inactivated cells.

Our experiments suggest a novel and evolutionarily conserved molecular mechanism where LEM‑4, by coordination of both kinase and phosphatase activities, controls the dephosphorylation of BAF to enable its essential function in NE reformation at the end of mitosis ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Why is there a need for coordination of kinase and phosphatase activities during mitotic exit? The postmitotic reassembly of interphase structures is very rapid. For example, NE reformation in worm embryos is completed within \~2 min[@R21] and in human culture cells within \~10 min.[@R20] Therefore the switch between the inactive phosphorylated and the active dephosphorylated states of the implicated key molecules must occur rapidly. This likely requires mechanisms to avoid the futile cycles, which occur when kinases and their counteracting phosphatases are active simultaneously. Optimal protein dephosphorylation therefore requires two synchronous actions; efficient inhibition of a kinase and co-activation of the counteracting phosphatase. Proteins with functions similar to LEM‑4 might be the best candidates to ensure accurate spatial and temporal control of kinase and phosphatase activities. Since there are a multitude of proteins that form complexes with kinases and phosphatases[@R34]^‑^[@R36]; I predict that this mechanism might be more generally employed to control mitotic exit and very probably other phosphorylation-dependent events.

Further work is needed to reveal the cell cycle cues that regulate the activity of LEM‑4 and its interactions with VRK‑1 and PP2A, as well as to understand, how other proteins are dephosphorylated in order that they can play their part in rebuilding the interphase nuclear structures such as nuclear pore complexes, lamin filaments or different nuclear bodies.
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